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new! jOTBLOCK
PORTABLE SETS
Get carried away with our new Portable Office and
Portable Studio sets. 100% recycled soft felt carrying
case opens to reveal a wood tray with neatly arranged,
easily accessible supplies in individualized
compartments. Tray lid slides off to become a standing
base for included paper pad. Heavy-duty magnet
snaps close the case securely for safe travels.
Available in 3 styles: Portable Office, Portable
Watercolor Studio, and Portable Studio Essentials.

12.5 × 8.25 × 1.5 in (32 × 21 × 4 cm)
70016
essentials portable set
70108
essentials refill pad
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12.5 × 8.25 × 1.5 in (32 × 21 × 4 cm)
70017
watercolor portable set
watercolor refill pad
70107

12.5 × 8.25 × 1.75 in (31 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
70035
office portable set
office refill pad
70106
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70016
ESSENTIALS

12.5 × 8.25 × 1.5 in (32 × 21 × 4 cm)
70016
essentials portable set
70108
essentials refill pad

Explore your inner artist while exploring the world!
Our new Portable Studio Essentials set invites
experimentation with a variety of art supplies, including
pencils, markers, and tools for drawing and sketching, and
watercolor pencils and brushes for painting. Combo paper
pad has medium-weight sheets for sketching and drawing,
and heavyweight textured sheets for painting. Carry to a
remote location, bring along on a picnic, or open up in the
comforts of home; put down your phone and create a work
of lasting value.
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Includes
• felt carrying case
• wood supply tray + pad stand
• 3 watercolor pencils: red, blue, yellow
• 3 brushes: flat #12, round #8, round #2
• HB graphite drawing pencil
• woodless charcoal pencil
• pencil extender
• pencil sharpener
• rubber eraser
• kneading eraser
• blending stump
• 2 dual-tip brush markers: red, blue
• micro-tip black pen nib 01
• combo pad: 15 sheets medium-weight drawing & 		
sketching paper / 10 sheets heavyweight textured 		
watercolor paper
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70017
WATERCOLOR

12.5 × 8.25 × 1.5 in (32 × 21 × 4 cm)
70017
watercolor portable set
watercolor refill pad
70107

Create watercolor paintings wherever inspiration strikes!
Our new Portable Watercolor Studio set includes a pencil to
set the scene, one large flat brush to apply background
washes, and two smaller round brushes for more detailed
work. Hinged lid on the 12-color paint case opens to become
mixing palette. A fine-point black marker allows a crisp
detailing option. Complete with a heavyweight textured
paper pad, the set offers everything needed for a watercolor
studio on-the-go... just add water!
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Includes
• felt carrying case
• wood supply tray + pad stand
• 12-color paint case with mixing palette lid
• 3 brushes: flat #12, round #8, round #2
• HB pencil
• pencil sharpener
• eraser
• micro-tip black pen nib 01
• 12-sheet watercolor paper pad
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70035
OFFICE

12.5 × 8.25 × 1.75 in (31 × 21 × 4.5 cm)
70035
office portable set
office refill pad
70106

Set up a workspace wherever you are!
Our new Portable Office set includes a wide range of office
supplies to meet your every need. Two-sided pad with center
perforation helps organize schedules, meetings, and meals
on the weekly planner side, and reminders, shopping lists,
tasks, and notes on the list side. A sturdy adjustable wood
stand holds large or small mobile devices, horizontally or
vertically, at a convenient upright angle — perfect for
watching tutorials or attending remote meetings. Device
stand packs flat and stores neatly in the supply tray. Set fits
inside most laptop bags.
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Includes
• felt carrying case
• wood supply tray + pad stand
• adjustable wood stand for mobile devices
• mechanical pencil w/ eraser
• 12 refill pencil leads
• black ballpoint pen
• yellow highlighter
• mini stapler #10
• box 1000 staples
• sticky pad, 100 sheets
• box 50 paperclips
• 10 binder clips
• stainless steel mini scissors with safety tips
• 6-inch stainless steel ruler with conversion chart
• 40-sheet planner pad with weekly planner, to-do,
to get, & notes lists
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new! plywood
OFFICE SUPPLY SET

View your workspace from new angles with these geometrically-inspired wood+felt
desktop sets. Pentagon, square, and octagon cutout compartments in an exposed-edge
plywood tray reveal soft felt in accent colors.
Wood+felt office supply sets include wood tray with soft protective felt base,
50 paper clips, chunky sticky notepad, and 5 binder clips.
Available in 3 colorways:
- trendy chic with copper clips, soft pink sticky notes, and navy blue felt
- vivid brights with assorted bright clips, bright green sticky notes, and magenta felt
- brassy blues with gold clips, light blue sticky notes, and aqua felt
Wood+felt desktop set with cups includes wood tray with blue felt base, 2 solid wood
pencil cups in pentagon and octagon shapes, and blue sticky notes. Cups fit precisely
into the tray’s compartments or can sit beside the tray to free-up their compartments
for small office supplies.

7.75 × 3 × 3.5 in
(20 × 7.5 × 9 cm)

175 sheets/sticky pad. Felt material made from 100% post-consumer PET.
Designed by Gwen Weinberg.

70190
set w/ wood cups

7.75 × 3 × .75 in (20 × 7.5 × 2 cm)

70180
trendy chic

70181
vivid brights

70182
brassy blues

new! jOTBLOCK™
STICKY S/4 + FELT BASE
Celebrate your stick-to-it-iveness with our new sticky note sets! Four rounded
rectangle pads fixed to a soft felt base add a playful touch to your desktop.
Each set has a distinct palette and a printed design on its largest pad:
- mixed palette includes blue, dark pink, and pale yellow pads, and a kraft
paper pad with printed black to-do list
- pink palette includes dark pink, medium pink, and bright pink pads, and a
cream paper pad with printed pink shopping list
- blue palette includes pale blue, pale green, and medium blue pads, and a
white paper pad with printed aqua weekly planner
100 sheets/pad. Felt material made from 100% post-consumer PET.
Designed by Gwen Weinberg.

FULL SIZE SET

6 × 4.5 in (15 × 11.5 cm)

70160
TO-DO/MIXED
6

INDIVIDUAL PADS

70161
SHOPPING LIST/PINK

4.5 × 3 in (11.5 × 7.5 cm)
4.5 × 1.5 in (11.5 × 4 cm)
3 × 1.5 in (7.5 × 4 cm)
1.5 × 1.5 in (4 × 4 cm)

70162
WEEKLY/BLUE
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new! jOTBLOCK™
TRAVEL POSTCARD SETS
Post your adventures old-school style with our new
watercolor and color marker travel postcard sets.
These portable studios include everything needed to create
a mini masterpiece or sketch out a memory to send home to
friends and loved ones. A metal snap closure wraps around
a trifold charcoal felt pouch to contain contents securely;
toss into your backpack and spread out on a mountaintop or
lakeside, or while sipping rosé at a Parisian café… wherever
inspiration strikes!
Each set includes a 12-sheet pad of textured card stock,
perfect for use with watercolors and markers; sheets are
blank on the front and printed with postcard markings on the
back. Felt pouch has separate pockets for finished postcards
and stamps.
Watercolor set comes with two different-sized brushes, 8
paint colors, a paint palette, pencil, and ballpoint pen.
Marker set comes with 6 color markers and a ballpoint pen.
Made with 100% post-consumer PET felt
Refill pads available.

6.75 × 4.75 in × 1.5 in (17 × 12 × 3.8 cm)
70027
watercolor set
70028
marker set
6.75 × 4.75 in × 1.5 in (17 × 12 × 3.8 cm)
refill pad
70103
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jOTBLOCK™
MAGNET PADS
Make plans and lists more attractive on our jOTBLOCK magnet pads.
A superstrong embedded magnet holds an included pen to the pad,
while simultaneously holding the pad to fridges, filing cabinets, lockers,
and other metal surfaces. Sheets tear off easily at a perforation below the
magnet, allowing the magnetic function to be maintained throughout the
life of the pad.

new! Long pads have 65 printed sheets for plans and lists. Available in 3 styles:

70140
to get shopping list pad
has fine lines and
checkboxes. Printed in
aqua with a box pattern
accent at top.

70141
week of planner pad helps
schedule your week.
Printed in berry with a
striped pattern accent
at top.

new! Edgy pads have 65 printed sheets and feature bright colors along all 4 edges. Available in 3 styles:

70153
blank/notes pad has an open space
for doodles and a lined part for notes. A
perforation between them allows for easy
separation. With bright papaya edges.

70150
weekly/list pad helps plan schedules and
meals on the weekly side, and shopping and
tasks on the list side. Separates at a center
perforation. With bright aqua edges.

9.5 × 3 in (24 × 7.6 cm)

70142
to•do pad has fine lines
and checkboxes.
Printed in deep blue with
a dotted pattern accent
at top.

7 × 4 in (18 × 10 cm)

70151
dotted grid pad helps guide your plans and
lists bullet-journal style.
With bright berry edges.

Oblong pads have a distinctive rounded shape
and include 40 unprinted sheets.
9.5 × 3 in (24 × 7.6 cm)
cream with blue pen
70130
pastel green with white pen
70131
pastel pink with white pen
70132
pastel blue with blue pen
70133
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jOTBLOCK™
CHUNKY SKETCHPAD
These chunky sketchpads boast incorporated holes to store color
pencils (included with each), inviting full creative expression at
the moment of inspiration.
4.25 × 4.75 × 3.25 in (10.8 × 12 × 8 cm) / 550 sheets
chunky jotblock small
6 pencils
70070
chunky jotblock small
6 blk pencils
70072
4.25 × 10.75 × 2.25 in (10.8 × 27 × 6 cm) / 380 sheets
chunky jotblock long
12 pencils
70071

jOTBLOCK™
FULL-CIRCLE CHUNKY SKETCHPAD
Rounding-out the jOTBLOCK chunky collection, our full-circle
chunky sketchpad is in shape to inspire small works of art.
Instantly display finished drawings from the cutout hole in
each sheet, which doubles as a storage spot for 6 color pencils
(included). A wooden base hidden in the hole keeps the pencils
standing upright.
380 sheets. Includes 6 color pencils
4.75 × 2.75 in (12 × 7cm)
full-circle chunky sketchpad
70061
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jOTBLOCK™

jOTBLOCK™

LITTLE CHUNKY SKETCHPAD

DOUBLE FEATURE CHUNKY NOTEPAD

Hatch big ideas on a little pad! The compact footprint of
the little chunky sketchpad has minimal impact on precious
desk and countertop space, while its substantial sheet count
ensures long-lasting use. A hole in the pad keeps the included
party pen conveniently standing by.

For busy bees with notes to take and plans to make, our two-sided double
feature chunky notepad works overtime.

220 sheets
Includes 1 party pen

8 × 2.6 × 1.6 in (20.3 × 6.6 × 4 cm)
70068
little chunky sketchpad

Use the dotted grid side to help guide your plans and lists bullet-journal style;
doodle sketches or jot notes on the blank side. The long pad can be oriented
vertically or horizontally for a good fit in any workspace.
A black pen, a blue pen, and a mechanical pencil (included) stand in center
holes, easily accessible from both sides.
320 sheets
Includes: 1 black pen, 1 blue pen, 1 mechanical pencil

16 × 3.5 × 1.5 in (40.5 × 9 × 4 cm)
70065
double feature chunky notepad

jOTBLOCK™
BULLET PAD + COMBO PLANNER
Plan your week and task your to-dos with our jOTBLOCK
combo planner, or hop on the bullet planning train with our
jOTBLOCK bullet pad!
The combo planner gives a birds-eye view of the week while
the bullet pad encourages prioritizing to-dos by urgency and
timing.
Perforated pages allow clean tearing and keep the pen
caddy intact.
Both planners include 60 pages and two party pens.

10.3 × 8.5 in (26.2 × 21.6 cm)
bullet pad
70120
combo planner
70125
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Let your creative juices flow with our art-ready jOTBLOCKs™!
Supplies are held close at hand in sturdy laser cut
compartments, and pads feature paper stocks tailored to
each artistic pursuit.
Plywood base provides added support.
Refill pads are available for the three artist series jOTBLOCKs
to encourage inspiration for years to come.
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jOTBLOCK™

jOTBLOCK™

WATERCOLOR SET

SKETCHPAD SET

• plywood base and cutout compartments hold supplies
• 40 sheets 10 × 14 inches (25 × 35 cm) heavy paper textured
specifically for watercolor paints
• set 8 watercolor cakes in 8 vibrant colors
• set 6 watercolor brushes with wood handles in graduated sizes
• palette tray

• plywood base and cutout compartments hold included
pencils or other supplies
• 50 sheets 10 × 11 inches (25 × 28 cm) sketch paper
• 12 color pencils

14 × 15 in (35.5 × 38 cm)
70090
watercolor set
70102
watercolor set refill pad

10 × 16 in (25 × 41 cm)
sketchpad set
70080
sketchpad set refill pad
70100
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stacking bin

Add flair to drawers and desktops with our top-selling
stackable metal organizers! Playful patterns are paired with
bright colors to make organizing fun and easy, and protective
soft rubber bases keep them firmly in place wherever they're
used. Bins are available in 1 and 2 inch heights. Food safe.

SETS

new! LARGE TRAY
2 inch (5 cm) height

1 inch (2.5 cm) height

12 × 10 in (30.5 × 25.5 cm)

52156

52157

52256

52257

52258

52259

new! SETS OF 6
2 inch (5 cm) height

Sets of 6 include:
3 × 3 in (7.5 × 7.5 cm)
6 × 3 in (15.25 × 7.5 cm)
9 × 3 in (23 × 7.5 cm)
12 × 3 in (30.5 × 7.5 cm)
9 × 6 in (23 × 15.25 cm)
12 × 10 in (30.5 × 25.5 cm)
52320

52322

52323

2 inch (5 cm) height

new! SETS OF 4
Sets of 4 include:
3 × 3 in (7.5 × 7.5 cm)
9 × 3 in (23 × 7.5 cm)
12 × 3 in (30.5 × 7.5 cm)
12 × 10 in (30.5 × 25.5 cm)
52261
12

52262
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SETS OF 5
1 inch (2.5 cm) height

Sets of 5 include:
12 × 3 in (30.5 × 7.5 cm)
9 × 3 in (23 × 7.5 cm)
9 × 6 in (23 × 15.25 cm)
6 × 3 in (15.25 × 7.5 cm)
3 × 3 in (7.5 × 7.5 cm)
52282

52291

52280

52290

52292

52295

2 inch (5 cm) height

52281

52283 new!

52284 new!

52286 new!

2 inch (5 cm) height
52271

Sets of 3 include:
12 × 3 in (30.5 × 7.5 cm)
9 × 6 in (23 × 15.25 cm)
6 × 3 in (15.25 × 7.5 cm)
52275

52270

GRAB AND GO SETS
grab and go sets of 3 include:
9 × 3 in (23 × 7.5 cm)
6 × 3 in (15.25 × 7.5 cm)
3 × 3 in (7.5 × 7.5 cm)
52301

52303

52311

52312

52300

52302

52304

52308

52314

2 inch (5 cm) height

1 inch (2.5 cm) height

1 inch (2.5 cm) height

SETS OF 3
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52315
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new! felt•like•it!™
CONNECTABLE BINS
Color-code your laundry, kids’ toys, linens, and other soft
goods in our new felt•like•it!™ connectable bins.
Strong magnetic snaps connect bins to each other infinitely,
and also close individual bins: two side flaps snap together at
the top for easy toting, or fold over the bin for a “lunch sack”
look. Attractive enough to live in open areas, connectable
bins come in three color options help make storage and
organizing easy.
Made with thick 100% post-consumer PET felt.

Available in four sizes and three colorways

charcoal with soft white accents

soft white with charcoal accents

multi-color: royal blue/deep pink/
aqua/green with charcoal accents.
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15 × 15 × 15 in (38 × 38 × 38 cm)
48140
charcoal
48141
soft white
48142
multi-color

15 × 7.5 × 15 in (38 × 19 × 38 cm)
48145
charcoal
48146
soft white
48147
multi-color

15 × 15 × 26 in (38 × 38 × 66 cm)
48130
charcoal
48131
soft white
48132
multi-color

15 × 7.5 × 26 in (38 × 19 × 66 cm)
48135
charcoal
48136
soft white
48137
multi-color
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felt·like·it!™
FELT BASKET

Gather and tote linens, toys, magazines, pet supplies, clothing,
and more with large felt·like·it! baskets.
Colored details accent charcoal baskets made from sturdy felt
and won't collapse while empty. Perfect for larger soft goods,
felt·like·it! baskets are available in 3 sizes and 4 trim colors.
Made with thick 100% post-consumer PET felt.
berry

13.75 × 10 × 13.5 in
(35 × 25 × 34 cm)
48120
48121
48122
48123
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small berry
small cactus
small aqua
small charcoal

15.75 × 12 × 15 in
(40 × 30 × 38 cm)
48110
48111
48112
48113

medium berry
medium cactus
medium aqua
medium charcoal

cactus

aqua

charcoal

17.75 × 14 × 16.5 in
(45 × 35 × 42 cm)
48100
48101
48102
48103

large berry
large cactus
large aqua
large charcoal
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felt•like•it!™
FELT SQUARE STORAGE BINS

Store and organize sewing supplies, socks, tees, stuffed animals
and other soft goods with these bright two-tone felt-like-it! bins.
Nestle them in drawers or put them on display to show off their
bright side. Great for color coding your collections!
Made with 100% post-consumer PET felt.

9 × 9 × 4 in
48001
48002
48003
48004

(23 × 23 × 10 cm)
orange
navy
charcoal
blue

7 × 7 × 4 in (18 × 18 × 10 cm)
orange
48011
navy
48012
blue
48013
spring green
48014
red
48015
charcoal
48017

5 × 5 × 4 in (13 × 13 × 10 cm)
48021
orange
48024
spring green
48025
charcoal
16
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felt•like•it!™
FELT TAPERED STORAGE BINS
Sized to fit snugly in drawers. Tapered sides
allow nesting to save space when not in use.
Made with 100% post-consumer PET felt.

3.25 × 3.25 × 1.75 in (8.5 × 8.5 × 4.5 cm)
48030
small square navy
48031
small square blue
48032
small square charcoal

small square bin

10.5 × 7.5 × 1.75 in (27 × 19 × 4.5 cm)
48070
wide navy
48071
wide blue
48072
wide charcoal
wide bin

3.25 × 1.75 in (8.5 × 4.5 cm)
48040
round bin navy
48042
round bin blue
48043
round bin charcoal

round bin

10.25 × 3.5 × 1.75 in (26 × 9 × 4.5 cm)
long navy
48080
long blue
48081
long charcoal
48082
long bin

7 × 5 × 1.75 in (18 × 13 × 4.5 cm)
small rectangular navy
48050
small rectangular blue
48051
small rectangular charcoal
48052

small rectangular bin

6 × 4 × 2.75 in (15 × 10 × 7 cm)
48090
deep navy
48091
deep blue
48092
deep charcoal
deep bin

13 × 9.5 × 1.75 in (34 × 24 × 4.5 cm)
48060
paper tray navy
48061
paper tray blue
48062
paper tray charcoal

12.5 × 6 × 2.25 in (32 × 15 × 6 cm)
48200
divided tray navy
48201
divided tray blue
48202
divided tray charcoal

paper tray
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divided tray
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actual size

cliffHANGER™
VERTICAL HANGER CONNECTORS
Cascade hangers, consolidate closets, and curate outfits with new
cliffHANGER vertical hanger connectors!
Space-saving solid cast metal linked circles connect up to 5 clothing
hangers to declutter and maximize limited closet real-estate.
cliffHANGER includes 4 pieces per set and works universally with any
size hanger.
Available in gold, copper, and chrome.

1.5 × .75 in (3.8 × 2 cm)
gold
24506
copper
24507
chrome
24509

18
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TILT™
BAMBOO FIBER BOWLS
Showcase your party fare, entryway objects, and personal
accessories in our new TILT™ bamboo fiber bowls.
With their playful angled design, TILT bowls invite
interaction and curiosity. Fill with chips and dips in the 4
graduated sizes for a festive presentation, then display
them nested when the party’s over. Add flavor to your
table with salt and spice samplings in the smallest size
bowl, or use for cooking and baking — the wide opening
allows for easily accessible ingredients. Drop keys, change,
and mail as TILT welcomes you home.
TILT is made with bamboo fiber and high-grade
biodegradable PP. This incredible material is stronger than
aluminum, more durable than oak, and is dishwasher,
microwave, and food-safe.
Choose among colors that reflect the earth’s natural
bounty: garnet, pacific, stone, carbon, and sand.
X-SMALL
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

47050
47051
47052
47053
47054
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dia 3 × 2 in (8 × 5 cm)
dia 5 × 3 in (12 × 7.5 cm)
dia 6 × 4 in (16 × 10 cm)
dia 8 × 5 in (20 × 12.5 cm)

x-small SAND s/2
x-small CARBON s/2
x-small STONE s/2
x-small GARNET s/2
x-small PACIFIC s/2

2 oz / 60mL
6 oz / 180mL
16 oz / 475mL
32 oz / 950mL

47060
47061
47062
47063
47064

small SAND s/2
small CARBON s/2
small STONE s/2
small GARNET s/2
small PACIFIC s/2

47070
47071
47072
47073
47074

medium SAND s/2
medium CARBON s/2
medium STONE s/2
medium GARNET s/2
medium PACIFIC s/2

47030
47031
47032
47033
47034

large SAND s/1
large CARBON s/1
large STONE s/1
large GARNET s/1
large PACIFIC s/1
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TILT™
BAMBOO FIBER BOWLS NESTED SETS

47110
47111
47112
47113

CARBON/SAND/CARBON/SAND s/4
PACIFIC/STONE/PACIFIC/STONE s/4
STONE/CARBON/SAND/PACIFIC s/4
SAND/PACIFIC/STONE/GARNET s/4

47100
47101
47102
47103
47104

SAND s/4
CARBON s/4
STONE s/4
GARNET s/4
PACIFIC s/4

new! TILT™
BAMBOO FIBER BOWL+SPOON SETS
Spice up your life with TILT bamboo fiber bowl+spoon sets!
Fill with seasonings while cooking and baking, or dish out
all of your favorite salts and spices at the dinner table.
Included stainless steel spoons complement the playful
design of the smallest of the TILT collection. Choose a salt
and pepper set with 2 bowls and 2 spoons, or a mixed
spices set with 3 bowls and 3 spoons.
dia 3 × 2 in (8 × 5 cm)

47090

20

SALT & PEPPER SET
set of 2 bowls & 2 spoons

47091

2 oz / 60mL

SPICE SET
set of 3 bowls & 3 spoons
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NINYO
ENAMELED METAL
Form-forward and eye-catching, new enameled metal
NINYO collection adds a touch of refinement to any decor.
Undulating shapes blend effortlessly to create cohesive sets,
while the high-gloss enamel interiors in vibrant, graduated
colors accentuate each piece individually. Use as serving
trays for special occasions, spotlighted as a centerpiece, or
displayed in a living room or entryway.

46011
46012
46013

TRAY clementine / antiqued copper
BOWL apricot / antiqued copper
VASE papaya / antiqued copper

46015

citrus set of 3

NINYO is available in snow, violet, citrus, and sea blue
colorways. Sold individually or in sets of 3 styles.
Food safe.

TRAY
BOWL
VASE

9.75 × 9.5 × .75 in (25 × 24 × 2 cm)
9 × 5 × 2.25 in (23 × 13 × 6 cm)
7 × 2 × 4.75 in (18 × 5 × 12 cm)

46031
46032
46033

TRAY ultra violet / antiqued zinc
BOWL medium violet / antiqued zinc
VASE violet / antiqued zinc

46035

violet set of 3
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46021
46022
46023

TRAY snow / antiqued zinc
BOWL snow / antiqued zinc
VASE snow / antiqued zinc

46025

snow set of 3

46001
46002
46003

TRAY deep sea blue / antiqued zinc
BOWL medium sea blue / antiqued zinc
VASE light sea blue / antiqued zinc

46005

sea blue set of 3
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up•rise™
MONITOR RISER + DESKTOP ORGANIZER
Raise monitors and organize workspaces with the elegantly curved up•rise!™
The up•rise! lifts monitors to a comfortable height while organizing office
supplies in the two levels below. Two removable dividers create adjustable
compartments between exposed-edge bent plywood pockets. Can also
stand upright as a convenient caddy or be wall-mounted to use as a pocket
organizer or mail sorter.
Available in ashwood veneer and high-gloss white lacquer finish.
Mounting hardware included.
20 × 9 × 4.25 in (51 × 23 × 10.25 cm)
60460
ashwood
60461
white
22
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slideSHOW™
WALL-MOUNTED DYNAMIC DISPLAY SHELF
Thanks to hidden cutout grooves in the sturdy exposed-edge plywood
base, three powder coated metal shelves can freely slide for versatile
display options; shelves can shift aside to allow tall items to sit on lower
shelves or to accommodate odd-shaped wall areas.

Installation hardware is concealed
behind brushed metal caps.

With its compact proportion, slideSHOW is perfectly sized to store kitchen
spices, display tall vases and photo frames, and showcase small art and
cherished collectibles.

18 × 15 × 2.5 in (46 × 38 × 6.5 cm)
walnut with white shelves
60080
ashwood with black shelves
60081

slideSHOW is
sized to work
well in a
stacked
installation

23
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GROUPshot™
WALL DISPLAY + ORGANIZER

16 × 20 × 1 in (40.5 × 51 × 2.5 cm)
60105
ashwood
Maximize your wall space with this organizational overachiever! Our new
GROUPshot™ wall display + organizer is feature-filled and complements our
original GROUPshot tabletop display.
Black wire shapes emerge from a central ashwood base, forming the
framework for a striking wall display. Magnetize photos and notes with
mighties® magnets; clip small objects with wire binder clips; hang keys
and scissors with chrome hooks; tuck and grip notepads, folders and mail
between the strategically placed wires; or simply install to add an artistic
sculptural element to your living space.
Includes 4 chrome mighties®, 2 chrome “S” hooks, 2 black wire binder clips,
installation hardware with decorative chrome caps.

24
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GROUPshot!™
MAGNETIC LAYERED TABLETOP DISPLAY
Get the gang together for a GROUPshot!
Black wire emerges from a sturdy exposed-edge plywood
base to create framework for photo and card displays.
Mighties® magnets attach to the metal wire to show off
favorite photos, reminders, memos, or cards.
14 × 8.5 × 2.5 in (35.5 × 21.5 × 6.5 cm)
forest / walnut veneer base
60101
with 12 gold mighties®

woodnetic™
PHOTO FRAMES
Mighties® magnets hold photos to these
real walnut and bamboo curved frames.

6 × 10 in concave (15 × 25 cm)
with 4 mighties magnets
41222
walnut
41223
bamboo

4 × 12 in “S” curve (10 × 30.5 cm)
with 8 mighties magnets
41412
walnut
41413
bamboo
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hitched™

hitched™ linked photo clips exhibit snapshots and art in style.

LINKED PHOTO CLIPS

Dual-sided geometric shapes and sleek finishes are visually interesting
without detracting from the pictures they securely hold. Delicately strong
clips attach to photos to form a chain, a curtain, or hang individually,
taking collections from shoebox to gallery-worthy installation. Photos and
art easily slip in and out, making hitched™ a dynamic display solution.

2.2 × 0.5 in (5.5 × 1.4 cm)
silver
41132
gold
41133
copper
41134
pewter
41135

actual size

Sold in sets of 6 and can be arranged in countless configurations
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chained•up!™
BALL CHAIN + MAGNET DISPLAY
Flaunt your fave photos and special-occasion cards with pride on
our sparkling chained-up™ magnet displays.
Rings on ends of chain allow for easy installation. The heavy chain’s
natural weight hangs perfectly straight or gracefully curved.
Includes 8 mighties® magnets + 5 feet / 1.5 meters of chain.
Blister packaging.
5 ft / 1.5 m
silver
41108
gold
41109
copper
41110
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HEY!wire™
MAGNETIC ROPE WIRE DISPLAY
Personalize your space with HEY!wire magnetic rope wire display.
Easily bendable fabric-covered wire molds into any configuration,
while included super strong mighties® magnets securely exhibit
photos and cards.
Great for décor or display - stretch across a wall for a gallery feel,
shape wire to create design motifs, bend into letters to spell names
and phrases, or construct entire scenes using multiple pieces. Mold
into a 3D form and set on a flat surface to hold notes and reminders.
With HEY!wire the possibilities are endless.
Includes 8 mighties® magnets and is available in 4 colors.
41150
41151
41152
41153
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aqua
black
white
red stripe
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new! polyHEDRA™
PHOTO+CARD STANDS

1.25 × 1.25 × 4.5 in (3.3 × 3.3 × 11.5 cm)
41120
matte black and silver s/3
41121
marble and rose gold s/3

Give your photos, placeholders, and name cards a lift with
our new polyHEDRA photo+card stands.
These additions to our polyhedra line incorporate the same
tetrahedron, octahedron, and icosahedron shapes. Easy to
use, these elegant displayers are formed from a single wire
and won’t damage photos. Perfect for special occasions...
or for making ordinary occasions special! Available in matte
black with silver wire, and matte marble with copper wire.

polyHEDRA™
OBJECTS
Achieve your objective with our polyHEDRA objects collections!
Each mathematically proportionate form, available in matte magnetic
marble and glossy clear blue resin, adds an artful dimension to enhance
any décor. The magnetic marble series attracts clips, pins, and other small
metal supplies with hidden magnets. The sparkling water series reflects
graduated clear blue tones onto shelves and tabletops.
Magnetic marble series objects are available in a small trio, and two large
individual shapes.

MAGNETIC

Water series objects are sold in large individual shapes.

28204 marble

28203 marble

3.25 in (8.5 cm) tall

2.25 in (6 cm) tall

dodecahedron hexahedron

tetrahedron

octahedron

icosahedron

28227

magnetic marble trio

1.75 in (4.5 cm) tall
2 in (5 cm) tall
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28234 ocean

28233 sea

28232 lagoon

28231 creek

28230 ice

3.25 in (8.5 cm) tall

2.25 in (6 cm) tall

3.75 in (9.5 cm) tall

3 in (7.5 cm) tall

3.75 in (6.5 cm) tall

2 in (5 cm) tall
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polyHEDRA™
PUSHPINS
Add dimension to flat corkboards with polyHEDRA pushpins!
Our polyHEDRA line gets a sharp twist. Post photos, notes, and loose papers
using the sturdy yet stunning mathematically proportional shapes - tetrahedra,
hexahedra, octahedra, dodecahedra, and icosahedra.
Available in sets of 4 or 12 in silver, gold, and copper.
.5 × .5 × .5 in (1.2 × 1.2 × 1 cm)

actual size
28082
28080
28081

28092
28090
28091

silver s/4
gold s/4
copper s/4

silver s/12
gold s/12
copper s/12

polyHEDRA™
MAGNETS
Add dimension to metal surfaces with new polyHEDRA magnets!
Wood grain and polished metals enhance the sharp geometry
of these structurally distinctive pieces. The five mathematically
proportionate forms - tetrahedra, hexahedra, octahedra,
dodecahedra, and icosahedra - are backed by mighties® magnets.

actual size cast metal
polyhedra magnet

.5 × .5 × .5 in (1.2 × 1.2 × 1.2 cm) small
21170
light woodgrain s/5
21171
dark woodgrain s/5
21180
solid cast metal gold s/5
21181
solid cast metal copper s/5
21182
solid cast metal silver s/5
21185
marble s/5
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magnet pack

Small, powerful and handsomely minimalist, our mighties® magnets are the
ultimate merging of form and function.

DISPLAY
Pre-assembled tiered tabletop display
includes 12 mighties s/16 packs and
12 cube mighties s/12 packs.
20030

display + magnet packs

Composed of rare earth neodymium, a naturally occurring element
substantially stronger than common magnet material.
Post from 3 sheets of paper with our barely-there tiny mighties to 36 sheets
with our superstrong all•mighties.

actual size

slim

cube

tiny
®

MIGHTIES

MIGHTIES

MIGHTIES

MIGHTIES®

The original! 1/4 in (6 mm)
diameter mighties are
amazingly powerful.
One mighties magnet
can hold up to 10 sheets of
paper.

cube mighties are strong ×
strong × strong. One cube can
hold up to 12 sheets of paper.

1/32 in (0.7 mm) thick
chromed slim mighties are
sleek & strong. Each pack
is a combo of 1/4 in (6 mm)
squares and circles. One slim
mighty can hold up to 5 sheets
of paper.

1/8 in (3 mm) diameter
chromed tiny mighties are
surprisingly strong, yet so small
they’re almost invisible. One
tiny mighty can hold up to 3
sheets of paper.

8 magnets per pack
mighties 8pk
20100
golden mighties 8pk
20105
copper mighties 8pk
20106

6 magnets per pack
20300
cube mighties 6pk
20305
golden cube mighties 6pk
20306
copper cube mighties 6pk

12 magnets per pack
slim mighties 12pk
20400

16 magnets per pack
20500
tiny mighties 16pk

16 magnets per pack
20200
mighties 16pk
20205
golden mighties 16pk
20206
copper mighties 16pk

12 magnets per pack
20350
cube mighties 12pk
20355
golden cube mighties 12pk
20356
copper cube mighties 12pk

24 magnets per pack
slim mighties 24pk
20401

32 magnets per pack
tiny mighties 32pk
20501

®
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®

3/16 × 3/16 × 3/16 in
(4.5 × 4.5 × 4.5 mm)
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all•

square peg
®

)

®

round peg
®

mega peg™
®

sphere

MIGHTIES

MIGHTIES

MIGHTIES

MIGHTIES

MIGHTIES®

3/8 × 3/8 × 3/8 in (1 × 1 × 1
cm) chromed all•mighties
are the most powerful
magnet in our mighties
family. Each all•mighties
magnet can hold up to 36
sheets of paper.

3/8 in (9.5 mm) long,
chromed square peg
mighties are easy to grab.
One square peg can hold
up to 10 sheets of paper.

3/8 in (9.5 mm) long,
chromed round peg
mighties are easy to grab.
One round peg can hold
up to 8 sheets of paper.

Our easy-to-grab peg
mighties® magnets bulk
up! These new superstrong
mega peg mighties
magnets measure 1/4 in
(6.3 mm) tall and hold up to
13 sheets of paper.

3/8 in (1 cm) diameter
chromed sphere mighties
round out our powerful
mighties family. One
sphere can hold up to 15
sheets of paper.

3 magnets per pack
20810 slim mighties 24pk

6 magnets per pack
20850 square peg mighties 6 pk

8 magnets per pack
20860 round peg mighties 8 pk

5 mega pegs per set
20865 chrome mega pegs

3 magnets per pack
20900 sphere mighties 3 pk

All packaged in a clear reusable plastic box. Peggable
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swivel magnet hooks

heavy duty

Hang backpacks, pans, cooking utensils and more with
our swivel hooks. Backed by an ultra strong magnet,
these versatile hooks swing in all directions, attaching to
the metal sides of fridges and filing cabinets and to the
ceilings of lockers and stove hoods.

MAGNET CLIP
Hold notepads, stacks of paper, towels, and more with our heavy duty
magnet clip. The front clip's super strong grip plus its ultra strong magnet
on back adds up to a powerfully impressive hold.
Can support up to 2.5 lbs (1.1 kgs)
on a vertical (wall) surface.

HEAVY DUTY SWIVEL HOOK

1.5 × 2 in (3.6 × 5 cm)
chrome 2pk
22102

Can support up to 5 lbs (2.3 kgs) on a
vertical (wall) surface and 8 lbs (3.6 kgs) on
a horizontal (ceiling) surface.

actual size

1.5 × 2.5 in (3.6 × 6.8 cm) diameter
white 2pk
22110

actual size

swinging
MAGNET HOOKS
Backed by superstrong magnets, our versatile swinging magnet hooks’
pivoting action allows for strong hold in any direction.
Finally a solution for under a kitchen hood, metal shelf and a locker ceiling.
Also works great on fridges, filing cabinets, magnet boards, etc.

actual size

2 per set

1.5 × 2.25 × .5 in (4 × 6 × 1.5 cm)
white s/2
22105

SWIVEL HOOK
Can support up to 4 lbs
(1.8 kgs) on a vertical (wall)
surface and 6 lbs (2.75 kgs) on
a horizontal (ceiling) surface.

actual size

1” (2.5 cm) diameter
chrome
22107

wide clip
MAGNETS

Extra-wide clipboard-inspired metal magnet clips display
photos, cards, mementos and more with a retro feel.
Backed by superstrong mighties® magnets.
3 per set
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actual size

2.25 × 1.5 in (5.7 × 3.8 cm)
chrome
23470
gold
23478
copper
23479
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cinched
MAGNETS
Backed by mighties® magnets, easy-to-grab cinched magnets hold
cards, photos, papers, and more! Bright matte colors and shining
metallic finishes add a smart look to any magnetic display.
4 per set
0.75 × 0.5 in (1.9 × 1.3 cm)
20903 white
20904 black
20908 aquamarine
20909 marigold
20917 chrome
20919 copper
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actual size
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snap!
MAGNETS
It’s a snap! Display and organize photos, cards and notes with
our strong snap! magnets. Clad in metal with a protective felt
backing, snap! magnets work on any magnetic metal surface.
.75 in (19 mm)
iridescent
23314
stainless
23315
gold
23316
frost
23317
copper
23318
meteorite
23319

actual size

knob
MAGNETS
Solid cast metal backed by extra large mighties® magnets
for a super strong hold. Flared peg shape makes these
versatile magnets not only easy to grab, but also provides
an ideal perch for hanging jewelry and other small
personal accessories.
3 knob magnets per set

20930
20931
20932
20933
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chrome
gold
copper
pewter

actual size
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polyresin
MAGNETS
Handpainted solid polyresin
backed by mighties® magnets.

22111
22112
22113
22114
22115
22116
22117
22131
22132
22133

bunnies s/6
ladybugs s/6
ducks s/6
hedgehogs s/6
dogs s/5
cats s/5
gnomes s/5
sloths s/4 new!
llamas s/4 new!
peacocks s/4 new!

actual size

flexible

color dot

MAGNETS

MAGNETS

Made of anisotropic magnet, the strongest
rubber magnet material, these magnets are
playful and functional.

JUMBO color dot

15 magnets per pack
pack size: 2.75 × 2.75 in
(7 × 7 cm)

20710

brights 15pk

MAGNETS
30 magnets per pack
pack size: 4.75 × 4 in
(12 × 10 cm)

At 1.75” each, our JUMBO color
dots are the largest member
of our rubber magnet family.
One magnet can hold 5
sheets of letter paper.
20725 JUMBO 12pk
36

12 magnets per pack
pack size: 4.75 × 5.5 in (12 × 14 cm)

20720

brights 30pk
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flat cast

ball

MAGNETS

MAGNETS

Solid flat cast metal pieces, backed by
mighties® magnets.

These ceramic magnet
spheres can hold 12
sheets of letter paper.
3 per set

22280
22281
22282
22283
22284
22285
22286

hearts gold s/6
elephants silver s/6
owls copper s/6
actual size
owls gold s/6
llamas silver s/4 new!
llamas copper s/4 new!
llamas gold s/4 new!

1 in (2.5 cm)
20920

actual size

cast
MAGNETS
Curate a magnet menagerie with these solid cast metal magnets!
Backed by superstrong mighties® magnets.
22220
22221
22222
22226
22227
22233
22237
22238
22241
22246
22251
22256
22290
22257
22258
22259
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dogs silver s/4
dogs copper s/4
dogs gold s/4
cats pewter s/4
cats gold s/4
birds copper s/4
safari gold s/4
safari copper s/4
dinosaurs pewter s/4
forest pewter s/4
marine silver s/4
farm copper s/4
flamingos iridescent s/3
sloths silver s/4 new!
sloths copper s/4 new!
sloths gold s/4 new!

actual size
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magnetic ceramic

magnetic clear

VASE

VASE

Ceramic vase with flat back and strong flexible magnet
attaches flush to metal surfaces for a strong hold.

Plastic tubes suspended by
shiny metal rings and backed
®
by large mighties magnets for
a super strong hold.

Great for lockers.
2.875 × 1.75 in (7 × 4 cm)
22210
chrome
22211
gold
22212
copper

Ideal for lockers.
2 per set

4.875 × .75 in (12 × 2 cm)
22190
copper s/2
22191
chrome s/2
22192
gold s/2
22193
black s/2

spot•on!™
MAGNET HOOKS
Bold and colorful, our superstrong magnet
hooks are powerful enough to support
coats, bags and kitchen tools.
3 in (7.5 cm)

spot•on!™
MINI MAGNET HOOKS
individual hook size
1.5 in (4 cm)
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Add a bright and handy hanging spot to
any magnetic surface. Mini magnet hooks
are perfect for keys, small kitchen utensils,
jewelry and other personal accessories.
4 per set

SINGLE

24200
24201
24203
24204
24205

red
sky blue
white
orange
black

24206
24208
24209
24210
24219

pink
spring green
stainless
navy
plum

MINI SET

24250
24251
24253
24254
24255

red
sky blue
white
orange
pink

24256
24258
24259
24260
24269

black
spring green
stainless
navy
plum
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magnetic strips

Post without puncture!

BULLETIN BOARDS

Display photos, cards, notes, artwork and more on these metal magnet
boards. With a versatile long thin proportion, magnetic strip bulletin boards
can be installed vertically or horizontally. Strong magnets make display
changes easy and will not damage precious keepsakes.
Designed in 2001, our classic strips were the world’s first bulletin boards to
replace push pins with magnets, and they popularized the magnet board
category as it’s known today
All boards packaged in a clear peggable bag.
Magnets and mounting hardware included.

classic magnetic strip with
matching metal magnets

classic magnetic strip with
mighties magnets

wide magnetic strip with
matching metal magnets

self stick skinny strip with
mighties magnets

magnetic strip

magnetic strip

BULLETIN BOARDS

BULLETIN BOARDS

Classic size strips with large matching
powdercoated metal magnets.
Available in 7 glossy powdercoated
colors and brushed stainless.

Our first magnetic strip. Available
in 11 glossy powdercoated colors
and brushed stainless, copper, and
gold, with super strong rare earth
(neodymium) big slim mighties®
magnets.
classic strip

classic strip

+5 magnets

+12 magnets

mini strip

mini strip

+3 magnets

+6 magnets

mini
only

new!

2.5 × 28 in (6.3 × 70 cm)
31270
stainless
31272
white
31273
black
31276
dusty blue
31277
deep blue
31278
peacock new!
31279
berry new!
31280
sunset new!
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new!

classic
only

new!

mini

2 × 14 in (5 × 35 cm)
31290
stainless
31292
white
31293
black
31296
deep blue
31297
dusty blue
31298
peacock new!
31299
berry new!
31300
sunset new!

2.5 × 28 in (6.3 × 70 cm)
31105
stainless
31106
golden
31110
red
31120
sky blue
31140
white
31150
orange
31160
black
31173
plum
31180
pink (classic only)
31182
dusty blue
31183
deep blue
31188
spring green
31189
navy

mini

2 × 14 in (5 × 35 cm)
stainless
31205
golden
31206
copper (mini only)
31207
red
31210
sky blue
31211
white
31213
orange
31214
black
31215
plum
31219
dusty blue
31223
deep blue
31224
spring green
31228
navy
31230
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wide magnetic strip

self stick

BULLETIN BOARDS

SKINNY STRIPS

Slightly wider than our classic size,
with large matching powdercoated
metal magnets. Available in 4 matte
powdercoated colors and brushed
stainless.

Backed with permanent adhesive
and ready to install, skinny strips add
a discreet magnet-ready surface to
non-magnetic stainless fridges, shelf
edges, and more. Available in brushed
stainless with super strong rare earth
(neodymium) big slim mighties®
magnets.

wide strip
+4 magnets

wide mini strip
+2 magnets

.75 × 24 in (2 × 60 cm)
+8 magnets
31505
stainless

.75 × 12 in (2 × 30 cm)
+4 magnets
31405
stainless

wide
mini
only

3 ×24 in (7.6 × 30.4 cm)
aquamarine
31231
white
31234
black
31235
stainless
31238
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3 × 12 in (7.6 × 61 cm)
31256
aquamarine
31258
marigold (wide mini only)
31259
white
31260
black
31264
stainless
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A modern take on common whiteboards, our sleek magnetic stainless,
golden, and white dry•erase boards deliver exceptional functionality with
cutting-edge style. Jot lists and notes on the dry•erase surface and post
flyers, photos and cards with the included magnets.
All boards come with a dry•erase marker, magnets and mounting
hardware. Stainless, white and glass boards come with stainless snap!
magnets. Golden boards come with black snap! magnets.

square dot™
MAGNET BOARDS
Available in 2 sizes:
12 in (30 cm) square includes
12 mighties magnets
white
32420
stainless
32430
15 in (38 cm) square includes
15 mighties magnets
white
32400
stainless
32410

enLister™

magazine pocket

MAGNET-BACKED REWRITABLE
MAGNET BOARDS

+ MAGNET BOARD
Powerful rare earth mighties® magnets post
memos, photos, bills to the face of this metal
wall organizer, while the pocket is perfectly
proportioned to hold magazines and files.

4 × 11 in (10 × 28 cm)
33001
white dry•erase

includes 3 mighties magnets

33040

stainless dry•erase

Includes 6 strong mighties magnets and wall
mounting hardware.

5 × 18 in (12.5 × 46 cm)
33063
stainless dry•erase

35320
35340

includes 1 stainless snap! magnet

magnetic dry•erase
BOARDS

14 × 14 in (36 × 36 cm)
stainless dry•erase
32463
white dry•erase
32489
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white
stainless

Each board includes 2 strong snap! magnets,
dry•erase marker and mounting hardware.

9 × 12 in (23 × 30 cm)
white dry•erase
32486

23.5 × 15 in (60 × 38 cm)
32460
stainless dry•erase
32465
golden dry•erase
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desktop
TO•DO BOARD
Our metal dry•erase to do boards are sleek and
doubly functional with a rear letter pocket.
Dry•erase marker included.

5.5 × 9 × 2 in (14 × 23 × 5 cm)
35510
stainless dry•erase
35511
golden dry•erase
35512
white dry•erase

Make paperless, rewritable to-do lists on our
eco-friendly dry•erase to•do boards. Removable
stand allows board to be carried alone.
Dry•erase marker included.
Packaged flat.

5.5 × 9 in (14 × 23 cm)
60440
bamboo dry•erase

desktop
TO•DO WORKMATES
Our desktop to·do workmates are up to the task!
Shaped to fit cohesively with our top-selling
stainless desktop to·do board, workmates keep
most-used supplies close at hand.
The back pockets of the to·do boards and
workmates align with each other to form a
continuous pocket which can hold letters,
notepads, phones, iPads, and more.

9.5 × 2.75 × 2 in (24 × 7 × 5 cm)
35520
pencil bin
35521
supply bin
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Plan appointments, classes, family dinners,
chores and parties on these non-scratching,
removable, reusable planners. Perfectly
sized for small spaces, the up·date!™ silicone
dry·erase planners stick to lockers, fridges,
filing cabinets, windows… any smooth, clean,
non-porous surface.

up•date!™

mark•up!™
DRY•ERASE MARKER SETS

Our sleek dry•erase markers have a strong
mighties magnet embedded in their eraser
caps for a firm hold to magnetic surfaces.
Peggable packaging with peek-a-boo
windows
Marker measures 5.5 × .5 inches (14 × 1.3 cm)
20051 dry•erase black marker set/3
20055 dry•erase color marker set/3

SILICONE WEEKLY PLANNER
14 × 3.5 in (35.5 × 9 cm)
34801
white

up•date!™
SILICONE MONTHLY PLANNER
14 × 9 in (35.5 × 23 cm)
34821
white
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solid metal
SUPPLIES
Secure bags of snacks, stacks of paper, or supplies with
strong retro-fabulous clips.
Matching finishes on heavy duty scissors.
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8.25 × 2.5 in (21 × 6.5 cm)
28024 scissors gold
28025 scissors copper
28026 scissors silver
28027 scissors black

4.5 in (11 cm)
28051 alligator clip gold s/2
28052 alligator clip copper s/2
28053 alligator clip silver s/2
28054 alligator clip black s/2

3 × 2.5 in (7.5 × 6.5 cm)
28061 bag clip gold s/2
28062 bag clip copper s/2
28063 bag clip silver s/2
28064 bag clip black s/2
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making busy lives beautifully efficient
since 1995

At Three by Three Seattle, we’re committed to delivering
well designed, quality products of the finest materials.
Whether outfitting a home, office, or dorm, each innovative
organizing solution is worthy of display in any setting. We
work closely with suppliers to provide ethically produced
and environmentally sound goods, and the long-standing
relationships we have with our customers reflect our
dedication to excellent service.
Please visit our website to learn more about our company,
products and design & customization capabilities.

threebythree.com

Three by Three, Inc.
3668 Albion Place North
Seattle, WA 98103 U S A
info@threebythree.com
tel 206 784 5839
fax 206 784 8460

